
The Freedom Crusaders Manifesto  
The Mission:  Freedom through principle centered leadership.  

 
 
I have a definite purpose to become financially free with self-confidence to            
back it up. I believe in myself and in those around me, seizing every opportunity I                
can to practice initiative and leadership in providing service to others. I use my              
imagination to visualize my purpose and craft plans for its attainment. I mix             
enthusiasm with my work, because enthusiasm is the force that energizes my            
body, mind and soul. I fill my heart with sincere gratitude each day. I exercise               
self control to guide my actions with patience and discipline. I temper my             
desires by choosing to live within my means so I can save money, eliminate              
debt and buy income producing assets. I render more service than I am paid              
for and I know that in so doing, Infinite intelligence will return even more, in due                
time. I have a pleasing personality that is both genuine and sincere. I am an               
accurate thinker. I know that accurate thought is based on facts and not upon              
hearsay or random information. I concentrate by giving my undivided attention           
to but one task at a time. I cooperate and mastermind harmoniously with others              
believing that together, we can do more. I profit from failure, my own and others.               
I always practice tolerance when dealing with others. I make the golden rule             
the foundation of all that I do that affects other people. I know that the long cut                 
is the only real shortcut and commit to putting in the time, gaining the              
knowledge and doing the work required to earn my just reward. As a promoter I               
produce meaningful, hype free marketing that matters. I believe the stairwell           
designed by the architect of the universe is leading somewhere great and I strive              
to make my choices from this grand perspective. I seek to align myself with              
companies, products, missions, movements and organizations firmly in alignment         
with these principles while avoiding those who are not. I will be the change I               
wish to see in the world and even after I have obtained my freedom, I will                
continue to assist other crusaders on the path.  
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